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Introduction 

The Creative Services group exists in order to serve the needs of a large sales and marketing 

department within a U.S.-based global media company. Creative Services produces upwards of 2500 

print and digital graphics projects per year and a vast number of TV promos, radio promos and short 

form audio/video projects. The team has expanded from a mere 8 full time employees (FTEs) in 1997, 

to over 50 today, plus it has a network of service vendors and freelance workers.  

The scope and volume of work has grown along with the business that it serves, which has 

evolved in response to vast changes in media technology and consumer tastes and behaviors. The last 

20 years has seen the explosion of the Internet and the growth of mobile platforms. In addition to 

conventional TV and print advertising, there is now an ever growing number and variety of media 

formats used for the promotion of entertainment content, designed to reach consumers wherever they 

may be.  Media sources are more abundant and diverse than ever, offering audiences multiple options 

for news and entertainment. Audiences attract advertising sponsors that in turn sell products. The 

success of the media content company thus depends heavily on the efficient creation and deployment 

of promotional marketing materials. These communications must appeal to viewers, and earn their 

brand loyalty and entice them to spend their valuable viewing time with us. 

The corporate environment is generally very cost sensitive, and the company has recently 

begun to think of the internal Creative Services as a way to reduce the annual spend on outside 

agencies. Agencies charge expensive retainer fees and bill hourly for their work. They also mark up 

services from a wide range of sub-contractors. As a cost avoidance strategy, Creative Services is being 

asked to expand its scope to include more high-level original creative concept work, called tier 1 work. 

At the same time, the group must maintain a high volume of tier 2 and tier 3 work. Tier 2 is when an 

outside creative agency provides a finished creative ‘toolkit’ that Creative Services develops into new 

formats. Tier 3 work consists of simple adjustments to existing work. 
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 The data visualization and analysis that follows is an attempt to understand the changing 

landscape of brand properties that Creative Services supports through the development of graphic 

materials that run on print and digital platforms. My motivation is to provide critical perspective to upper 

management so that they can better understand the use of labor resources and the value of the 

services being offered by the Creative Services group. Questions that the data can address include: 

● What brand properties use the most creative services hours, and how has that changed over time? 

● How has the balance of original creative concepting--tier 1--shifted over time vs. tiers 2 and 3? 

● Which formats (print, digital, on-air graphics) comprise most of the work? 

● What is the relationship between the number of jobs, the hours spent on the work, and the number 

of final deliverable files? 

 The analysis will walk through several visualizations of the breakdown of print and digital work, 

and the number and types of brands that are supported. Lastly, I will explore the emerging shift in 

scope of work over the last 2 years, showing the volume of tiers 1, 2 and 3. Until recently, Tiers 2 & 3 

have been the staple of Creative Services work. Tier 1 work is on the upswing as we evolve toward 

becoming an “Internal Agency’ from being merely a Creative Services. 

Data Source 

 The data used in the analysis was exported as an Excel document from a cloud-based project 

management system in use for print and digital projects since the beginning of 2014. This data is highly 

detailed and easily manipulated. The data set contained just under 6,000 records, one for each project, 

and described several different dimensions: 

● Brand Property (some properties were grouped together for clarity) 

● Format Classification (print, digital and on-air graphic) 

● Format Type (for example, Poster or Internet Banner, for each Format Classification) 

● Start Date of Project 

● Duration of Project 

● Total Project Hours 

● Estimated Value of Work (using a blended rate reflecting average compensation plus overhead) 

● Number of Variations (how many individual files/versions were delivered for each project) 

● Creative tier 
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In addition to the data exported from the project management system, I also referenced Excel 

spreadsheets that predate the project management system. However the Excel data prior to 2014 is of 

limited value and the data points do not correlate exactly to the data from the project management 

system. Therefore the older data serves mostly as background. 

It must also be noted that the data used in this exploration only reflects the work of the members 

of the print and digital design team (that includes project management). The Creative Services group 

overall consists of print, digital, TV promo and audio/video production. The TV promo and audio/video 

side of the house, unlike the print and digital side, does not utilize the online project management 

system, or project managers. Therefore, the present data is being used to show the general benefits of 

using such a system, rather than to show an accurate holistic picture of the sum total of work being 

done within Creative Services. Visibility into the big-picture questions of total resource allocation, and 

the total value of services is currently not possible. The data only describes print and digital job volume, 

and that is perhaps 40% of the total services being performed (we have no way of knowing).   

Analysis 

Below is a table that shows the increase or reduction in print/digital Creative Services labor (in 

hours) put toward the various brand properties that Creative Services supports, using Excel data 

(estimated hours) from 2013, compared to actual logged hours in 2014. To produce the chart, the data 

was normalized between 2013 and 2014. The chart uses conditional formatting; red where there was a 

year over year decrease in the number of man-hours from the previous year, and green where there 

was an increase in the number of hours.  
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Creative Services Hours 

 

 The use of percentages year over year can be misleading in terms of overall growth because a 

property that used very few hours of Creative Services time could show a very large percentage of 

growth between 2013 and 2014. For example number of hours put toward “Shop” jobs increased 75% 

in 2014, but the actual number of additional hours was only 6. By comparison, ESPYS hours increased 

only 66%, but the increase in labor between 2013 and 2014 was 66 project hours. The chart is helpful 
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in putting the percentages in perspective because it provide both actual hours and year over year 

percentage.  

 The next visualization examines the balance between the creative tiers for all brand properties 

combined. This is a bar chart showing the part-to-whole relationship of the three types of creative work, 

between Jan 2014 and May 2016. Knowing that creative services print and digital worked on several 

original concepts in 2015, I would have expected 2015 to be far greener than is shown. One possible 

explanation for this probably has to do with the way that people track their hours. 

Designers typically log hours for the time they actually spend designing at their computers. 

However, time tracking is supposed to include the number of hours spent meeting and discussing the 

work. Meetings can include many individuals, and can thus account for many hours of work that 

are“lost” through lax hours tracking practices. I believe that meeting hours are not reflected properly in 

the data, suggesting that we need to remind all users to track their individual meeting time (which is 

already the policy), or make it the responsibility of the project managers to log time collectively.  
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As a project manager for two new original campaign concepts in May, I tracked meeting time 

collectively for all Creative Services team members in the creative meetings. The impact on total team 

hours is apparent; tier 1 work accounts for nearly half of the total labor so far in the month of May. 

The next visualization explores the composition of print and digital work produced by the print 

and digital team. Note that the Format Type “On-Air Graphic” should not be confused with the TV 

promo or audio/video work itself. The print and digital team designs a wide variety of formats that  

  

 

are used in TV promo production. The creation of these formats is tracked, but the further use of them 

by the TV promo side of Creative Services is not tracked. The chart is a time series area chart, showing 

the number of jobs on the Y-axis over 28.5 months on the X-axis. The chart allows the viewer to 

explore details about the breakdown of work across all of the format types within the three main 

“buckets” of work (print, digital and on-air graphic).  
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The visualization uses distinct color hues to group work into the three buckets. Color is a 

preattentive quality and in this case, the color value contrast is fairly narrow, allowing the viewer to 

focus on the darkened lines that separate the format types within each area. The filters for the format 

types are a bit overwhelming--it is necessary to scroll through them as there are 94 total. This might not 

be a very practical situation, but the filters communicate on more than one level: many viewers might 

not realize and appreciate the breadth of work being done by Creative Services print & digital, and this 

filter is a subtle way to highlighting that fact. 

In addition to providing insight into the media and format types, the visualization shows which 

times of year tend to be the busiest (January-March and August/September). The lack of projects in 

January of 2014 (and the lack of hours in the bar chart in January 2014) result from the fact that the 

project management system was introduced in late January of that year. Similarly, very few 

hours/projects are logged in May of 2016. That is because May was not even half over at the time the 

data was collected. This visualization could be valuable to show the need for additional staff support 

with specific skill sets that are required for format types that are in increasing demand, such as HTML 

emails or Internet banners. 

 The last visualization attempts to show the interplay between the the number of discrete 

projects for each brand property, the value of the work, and the number of final deliverable items. This 

bubble chart depicts the brand properties as colored bubbles. The bubbles farthest on the right are the 

brand properties for which Creative Services received the most job requests. The size of the bubbles 

reflects the total number of files that were delivered against those jobs. The vertical position is a 

measure of the value of the work in dollars.  

For background, a given project may require many hours of work for a single deliverable file 

(say, one version of a print ad), or one project might be comprised of 25 versions of that ad. The total 

hours (and thus the value of the work) can vary greatly regardless of the number of deliverable files. 

However, if there are many versions of a piece of creative (which basically becomes a template for the 

versions), then it is worth considering whether the lower-level work of versioning could be moved to a 

more junior level worker, or outsourced. The current practice is to keep a single designer on a job from 
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start to finish, mostly because there are very few junior designers to delegate work to. There is an 

opportunity to use experienced design resources more efficiently by bolstering the junior level. 

The bubble chart can provide other insights. The user can look at the entire timeframe between 

2014 and 2016 or she can step through the years using a slider filter to examine how brand support has 

changed. The colors of the bubbles refer to the different brands. The color is mostly for the sake of 

differentiation, and to aid in following the brands from year to year. I did not feel that a color key was 

necessary because the bubbles are also labeled. The tool tip provides the exact number of jobs, actual 

value, and number of deliverables. 

 

Like scatter plots, bubble charts can suffer from occlusion of the data when elements overlap. 

For this data set, the key data of interest, those in the right side of the chart, are clearly separated. 

The position of the bubbles over time usually correlates to important promotional priorities that directly 

impact revenue, like College Football. At the same time, the value of services dedicated to internal-

facing initiatives that do not contribute to the bottom line (such as HR), might be examined more 
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carefully. Policies could be put in place to limit the amount of resources that can be allocated in these 

instances. 

Challenges 

 One key challenge in this endeavor was that the older data prior to the adoption of the project 

management system was of limited value. This prevented me from delving into potentially key topics 

seen from the perspective of the last 5 or 10 years. Hours tracking against projects was very sporadic 

prior to the implementation of the project management system. In order to have any idea about the 

number of Creative Services hours put toward particular brand properties prior to 2014, it was 

necessary to estimate the amount of time spent per job using averages of available hours information 

that may or may not have been accurate. 

 Another key challenge with the older data is that the format types were changed during the 

transition from the Excel-based system to the online project management system. Significant data 

normalization would need to occur before any larger-scale historical analysis could begin. Given the 

limited applicability of historical data, (poor quality time tracking), combined with the fact that the data 

set captures only part of the Creative Services output, it is probably not worth the effort. Furthermore, 

because the scope, organizational structure, and mission of the Creative Services group is changing, it 

will be even more important to capture as much clean data as possible going forward. 

 In terms of the 2014-15 data set, even that data had some problems. The values for format and 

brand property types, though consistent from year to year, contains some ambiguities. A particular job 

could be classified different ways depending on the skills and habits of the user. More can be done on 

to catch these irregularities on incoming projects and develop consistent practices with respect to the 

classification. A metadata analysis and development process is currently underway to make a more 

rational and consistent metadata structure for project management and for digital asset management. 

These very welcome changes will nevertheless cause problems for future data visualization exercises. 

Unfortunately--and this is a key challenge with the context of this data--there are adoption 

problems with regard to the project management system. As noted earlier, only the print and digital side 

of Creative Services is tracking jobs using the online system. The two halves of Creative Services have 
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different cultures and processes. They are slowly growing together as more cross-functional 

collaboration happens, but that is not formalized as yet. Significantly,  the TV and audio/video 

production teams do not have organized, documented workflow processes and are only just starting to 

include project management into their workflows, but only in tier 1 work.  

The tier 1 work is high-profile and involves larger production budgets, so there is pressure for 

the teams doing tier 1 work to be highly organized and efficient. The tier 1 teams also need to present a 

polished, professional image to the client (the internal brand marketing teams). This pressure will 

ultimately drive improvements to workflows throughout the organization, and the design of roles and 

processes. Such improvements must precede the adoption of project management and collaboration 

tools.  

This visual analysis is part of a strategy to move the organization in that direction, and to 

engage stakeholders at every level, from junior designer and production assistant, up to creative 

director level and above. It is an important part of an overall change management process. With better 

systematic tracking, the analytical visualization process will evolve, revealing further insights into 

productivity and the use of resources. 

Findings 

 The data is a very rich source for generating insights. This exploration merely scratches the 

surface, confirming many notions about the workload that are generally believed to be true. That said, 

expressing the data in so many different ways (for a visually-oriented audience) will potentially aid in 

staffing decisions, and also hopefully increase management support of using data to enable better 

visibility into the work itself. With further development of the project management platform, additional 

explorations can be designed around project processes. For example, based on the number of 

revisions, and changes to the project timelines, it is possible to visualize productivity problems such as 

bottlenecks and other sources of delay. Ultimately visualization techniques should be directed toward 

all aspects of capacity planning and process improvement. 

 The ability to compare the data with expectations can prompt reflection on the way that work is 

currently classified and time is tracked. These reflections can then be used as the basis for team 
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discussion, to build awareness among the group, and to aid in changes to process. System adoption is 

a very steep hill in the department, and it is helpful to provide visual evidence of the advantages of 

collaboration and project management tools. The next step in this visualization process is to share the 

data with senior management and with the entire team, and see what questions they would like to ask 

of the data. 

 

Link to WebEx recording:  

https://spartans.webex.com/spartans/ldr.php?RCID=d1ca3272698dd8f514aebabd3fa87c25 


